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Workiva PWC

00014371 Discovery
07
Communications,
Inc.

1 CFE: Total and detail of other comprehensive income don’t tie. WHOLE/PART issue
with comprehensive income attributable to noncontrolling interest. Extension concept
for redeemable CI.

Workiva PWC

00007146 DST SYSTEMS INC
03

1 CFE: Inappropriate use of Costs and Expenses or inappropriate use of Depreciation
outside Costs and Expenses.

DataTrac PWC
ks

00008802 ENBRIDGE ENERGY
85
PARTNERS LP

1 CFE: Inconsistent net income (loss) facts. Preferred stock adjustments is included
before net income attributable to parent.

Workiva PWC

00015930 Endo International
34
plc

2 CFE: Inappropriate use of us-gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations to
represent net cash flow. Using comprehensive income concept to represent other
comprehensive income line item (noncontrolling interest)

Workiva PWC

00011648 ENPRO
63
INDUSTRIES, INC

1 CFE: Conflicting/inconsistent revenues facts issue.

Certent

00010950 EVEREST RE GROUP
73
LTD

2 CFE: Undistributed earnings issue.

Workiva PWC

00011093 EXELON CORP
57

2 CFE: Inappropriate application of dimensions.

IBM
Cognos

00000340 EXXON MOBIL
88
CORP

1 CUE: Inappropriate extension concept due to missing US GAAP Taxonomy concept,
xom:TotalRevenuesAndOtherIncome

Workiva PWC

00008458 FEDERAL
77
AGRICULTURAL
MORTGAGE CORP

1 CFE: Inconsistent/contradictory provision for loan losses issue. PART is greater than
the WHOLE.

Workiva PWC

00010262 FEDERAL HOME
14
LOAN MORTGAGE
CORP

1 CFE: Inappropriate representation of fmcc:ExpenseRelatedToDerivatives;
WHOLE/PART issue; should be included in interest expense. Or, US GAAP XBRL
Taxonomy is missing a concept.

Workiva PWC

00000306 FLOWSERVE CORP
25

1 CFE: 10-K issue: Contradictory revenues facts, reporting us-gaap:Revenues with 0 in a
disclosure.

Workiva PWC

00000379 FORD MOTOR CO
96

1 CFE: Inappropriate approach to using dimensions.

Workiva PWC

00014845 GIGAMON INC.
04

1 CFE: Inappropriate extension concept for comprehensive income,
gimo:ComprehensiveIncomeLossAvailableToCommonStockholders

Workiva PWC

00014952 GLADSTONE LAND
40
Corp

1 CFE: Redeemable noncontrolling interest fact used off balance sheet that is in conflict
with balance sheet.

Workiva PWC

00009311 GrafTech
48
International LTD.

2 CFE: Successor/predecessor issue. Inappropriate representation. WORLDVIEW.

Workiva PWC

00000471 HERTZ CORP
29

1 CFE: Reporting net cash flow from discontinued operations outside net cash flow.
Facts do not reconcile. Inappropriate extension concept
htz:CostAndExpensesIncludingInterestExpense or concept missing from US GAAP
Taxonomy.

Workiva PWC

00016578 HERTZ GLOBAL
53
HOLDINGS, INC

1 CFE: Inappropriate extension concept for total expenses,
htz:CostAndExpensesIncludingInterestExpense. Conflicting net income facts.
Conflicting continuing/discontinued cash flows.

Workiva PWC

00000132 HEXION INC.
39

2 CFE: Inappropriate use of concept usgaap:IncomeLossFromContinuingOperationsIncludingPortionAttributableToNoncontro
llingInterest as subtotal after tax, before equity method investments income.

Workiva PWC

00014173 Hillenbrand, Inc.
98

1 CFE: Inappropriate concept for net cash flow, usgaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations

Workiva PWC

00008821 HORTON D R INC
84
/DE/

2 CFE: Inappropriate use of dimensions. Need BSU report frame.

Workiva PWC

00003549 HSBC Finance Corp
64

3 CFE: Several inapproprite extension concepts for revenues, hsbcfc:NetInterestIncome.
concept for noninterest revenues, hsbcfc:OtherRevenues.

PWC

PWC
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DST SYSTEMS INC
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/714603/000071460317000006/0000714603-17-000006index.htm
Depreciation and amortization expense, which is clearly PART OF costs and expenses (usgaap:CostsAndExpenses) per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, was used incorrectly in this filing relative to
costs and expenses:

US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy:

2

ENBRIDGE ENERGY PARTNERS LP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/880285/000114420417009660/0001144204-17-009660index.htm
The “flow” of the income statement is:
(+) Net income (loss) (which includes the parent and noncontrolling interest)
(-) Net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest
(=) Net income (loss) attributable to parent
(-) Preferred stock adjustments
(=) Net income (loss) available to common

This filing has re-arranged that flow to be: (i.e. moving preferred stock related adjustments:
(+) Net income (loss) (which includes the parent and noncontrolling interest)
(-) Net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest
(-) Preferred stock adjustments
(=) Net income (loss) attributable to parent

This is perhaps an accounting error, but it could be that the filers is just confused about concept
selection:

3

Endo International plc
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1593034/000159303417000009/0001593034-17-000009index.htm
There are several things that are incorrect about this representation of the cash flow statement:
The problem with this filing is the improper use of the concept “usgaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations” to represent what amounts to net cash flow.
Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, exchange rate changes is NOT part of “usgaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations”:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3546475)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~enus)!path~(g~92628*p~0_0_1_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

But exchange gains are part of “us-gaap:CashAndCashEquivalentsPeriodIncreaseDecrease”:

Cash flow statement:
Note that the facts for the line item “NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS” are not reported
(missing). Notice the concept used for the line item “Movement in cash held for sale”, that is often an
extension concept but not here. Is that an acceptable concept?
4
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ENPRO INDUSTRIES, INC
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1164863/000116486317000006/0001164863-17-000006index.htm
Conflicting/contradictory revenue facts reported:

What is wrong with this filings is that the WHOLE of revenue is used as a PART; and a PART is used as the
WHOLE.
This is the relation between the concepts “us-gaap:Revenues” and “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” per the
US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

Clearly one can see that “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” is a PART of the WHOLE “us-gaap:Revenues”.

Income statement: SECOND concept:

6

Disclosure - Overview, Significant Accounting Policies and Recently Issued Accounting Pronouncements Additional Information (Detail)

Secondly, this is an absurd use of dimensions. It would NEVER be the case that dimensions such as
“Debt Instrument [Axis]” and “Finite-lived Intangible Assets by Major Class [Axis]” would ever be used
together like above.
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EVEREST RE GROUP LTD
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1095073/000109507317000011/0001095073-17-000011index.htm
The flow of these relationships is inconsistent with other reporting entities:
(+) Net income (loss) (which includes the parent and noncontrolling interest)
(-) Net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interest
(=) Net income (loss) attributable to parent
(-) Preferred stock adjustments
(=) Net income (loss) available to common

Further, this relationship was changed between the 2016 and 2017 US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy as the US
GAAP Taxonomy was incorrectly represented.
The US GAAP XBRL taxonomy changed between 2016 and 2017 for this relationship. This is the current
relationship between net income attributable to parent and net income available to common:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yetigwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3555269)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~enus)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_3)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

See the earnings per share disclosure.
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EXELON CORP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1109357/000119312517039639/0001193125-17-039639index.htm
Use of the concept “us-gaap:OtherOperatingIncome” contradicts US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy:

See US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy:
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EXXON MOBIL CORP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/34088/000003408817000017/0000034088-17-000017index.htm
There is no way that having to create an extension concept for such a high-level line item can be
justifiable. One of THREE things must be true: (1) The US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy is missing this concept
and the concept should be added or (2) the FASB is sending a message that this reporting style is
inappropriate and that is why they have not added this concept to the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, or (3)
an existing concept should be used to report this line item.

SEE ALSO IMPERIAL OIL LTD, Marathon Petroleum Corp, VALHI INC /DE/.
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FEDERAL AGRICULTURAL MORTGAGE CORP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/845877/000084587717000018/0000845877-17-000018index.htm
Contradictory/conflicting provision for loan loss facts, WHOLE/PART relation is illogical:

Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, this is the relation between those two concepts. Basically, it is
logically IMPOSSIBLE for that second concept to have a value MORE that the first concept because the
second concept is PART OF the first concept which is the WHOLE.
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yetigwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~162*v~5017)!con~(id~3576951)!net~(a~3214*l~777)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(wc)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

Income statement: SECOND concept

11

Cash flow statement: FIRST concept

12

FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTGAGE CORP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1026214/000102621417000018/0001026214-17-000018index.htm
In prior filings, the line item “Expense related to derivatives” was an extension concept,
fmcc:ExpenseRelatedToDerivatives. The filer changed to a US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy concept, usgaap:AmortizationOfDeferredHedgeGains. However, a question remains as to whether “Expense
related to derivatives” is PART OF Interest Expense. That line item violates a relation that literally every
other financial institution has:

Income statement:

13

FLOWSERVE CORP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/30625/000003062517000046/0000030625-17-000046index.htm
Contradictory/inconsistent revenues facts.

What is wrong with this filings is that the WHOLE of revenue is used as a PART; and a PART is used as the
WHOLE.
This is the relation between the concepts “us-gaap:Revenues” and “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” per the
US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

Clearly one can see that “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” is a PART of the WHOLE “us-gaap:Revenues”.

Income statement:
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Business segment information:
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FORD MOTOR CO
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/37996/000003799617000013/0000037996-17-000013index.htm
Inappropriate application of XBRL Dimensions on income statement, mixing nondimensional and
dimensional models:

16

GIGAMON INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1484504/000148450417000013/0001484504-17-000013index.htm
Inappropriate extension concept for line item “Comprehensive income (loss)”. Or, concept is missing
from the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy. Clearly such a high-level financial statement line item would never
require the use of an extension concept:
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GLADSTONE LAND Corp
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1495240/000149524017000006/0001495240-17-000006index.htm
The concept us-gaap:RedeemableNoncontrollingInterestEquityPreferredCarryingAmount = 27655273 is
reported in a disclosure of this report; but other reporting entities report this concept on the balance
sheet. Is this, or is this not a concept that would end up as a balance sheet line item? Either this filing is
wrong; or all the others that used this concept on the balance sheet are wrong.
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GrafTech International LTD.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/931148/000093114817000007/0000931148-17-000007index.htm
Inappropriate use of XBRL dimensions. Successor [Member] should be the dimension default or use the
default context so that it is identified as the root reporting entity.
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HERTZ CORP
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/47129/000004712916000039/0000047129-16-000039index.htm
Inappropriate extension concept. It is impossible to justify that a reporting entity should need to create
an extension concept for such a high-level financial statement line item.

However, what the filer is trying to achieve is appropriate. There is no concept that represents total
expenses that include all operating expenses, nonoperating expenses (income) and interest expense:

20

Net cash flow from discontinued operations not included in net cash flow. That is inconsistent with
other public companies:

21

HERTZ GLOBAL HOLDINGS, INC
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1657853/000165785317000010/0001657853-17-000010index.htm
Inappropriate extension concept. It is impossible to justify that a reporting entity should need to create
an extension concept for such a high-level financial statement line item.

However, what the filer is trying to achieve is appropriate. There is no concept that represents total
expenses that include all operating expenses, nonoperating expenses (income) and interest expense:

22

Net cash flow from discontinued operations not included in net cash flow. That is inconsistent with
other public companies:
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HEXION INC.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/13239/000001323917000009/0000013239-17-000009index.htm
Inappropriate use of concept to represent line item “Income from continuing operations before earnings
from unconsolidated entities”.
Missing fact from income statement:

24

Hillenbrand, Inc.
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1417398/000141739817000007/0001417398-17-000007index.htm
The problem with this filing is the improper use of the concept “usgaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations” to represent what amounts to net cash flow.
Per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy, exchange rate changes is NOT part of “usgaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations”:
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3546475)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~enus)!path~(g~92628*p~0_0_1_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)

But exchange gains are part of “us-gaap:CashAndCashEquivalentsPeriodIncreaseDecrease”:

Cash flow statement:

25
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HORTON D R INC /DE/
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/882184/000088218417000020/0000882184-17-000020index.htm
Inappropriate application of XBRL Dimensions. Root economic entity (default or root entity) is not
properly identified.

27

HSBC Finance Corp
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/354964/000035496417000003/0000354964-17-000003index.htm
This is one of the more extreme misuses of extension concept that I have seen. If you look at the line
items of the income statement, they match almost identically the common reporting style used by
economic entities that use an interest-based revenues reporting style.
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